A regular polygon circumscribing another regular polygon (with a different side number) may be tightened to minimize the difference of both areas. The manuscripts computes the optimum result under the restriction that both polygons are concentric, and obtains limits if the process is repeated in a two-dimensional Babuschka-doll fashion with side numbers increasing or decreasing by one or stepping through the prime numbers. The new aspect compared to the circumscription discussed in the literature so far is that further squeezing of the outer polygon is possible as we drop the requirement of drawing intermediate spacing circles between the polygon pairs.
I. INTRODUCTION A. Notation
A regular n-gon is drawn with n edges of some common side length s n . The perimeter is ns n . The incircle with inradius r (i) n touches each edge at the mid point. Each edge covers an angle of
if viewed from the incircle center. The area of the polygon is comprised of n rotated copies of an isosceles triangle in which the short edge has length s n , facing the angle φ n , and the two other edges have length r
(o)
n , which also is the radius of the circumcircle. This isosceles triangle might be sliced into two symmetric rectilinear triangles by drawing a line (apothem) from its base center to the midpoint of the polygon's incircle; the definition of the tangent and sine functions in these yield
and therefore 
As a bridge between two-dimensional geometry and numerical algebra, we define the standard position of the * http://www.mpia.de/˜mathar; mathar@mpia.de polygon in the Cartesian (x, y) plane by mapping x and y to the real and imaginary part of the complex plane, placing the vertices labeled j = 0, 1, . . . n − 1 counterclock-wise at the coordinates
where i ≡ √ −1 is the imaginary unit. Edges/sides are also enumerated from 0 to n − 1 by calling the smaller of the two vertex labels that are joined.
B. Tight Circumscription
The circumscription of a regular n-gon by a regular mgon has been constructed earlier by an elementary step drawing the n-gon, its circumcircle, declaring this circle to be also the incircle of the m-gon with r The theme of this manuscript is to drop the requirement of equating the two circles and to search for smaller circumscribing regular m-gons in the extended range r n . This requires positions where some edges of the m-gon cut through the circumcircle of the n-gon. The tighter solution, however, may exist only within a restricted range of (relative) orientations of the polygons. The manuscript works out a full representation of the smallest circumscribing polygons, using the ratio r
n as a figure of merit.
In overview, the achievable size ratios are calculated in Section II for concentric polygon pairs aligned such that the common center, a vertex of the inner polygon and a vertex of the outer polygon are collinear (standard positions). In Section III further size reductions of the outer polygon are found if the side number n of the inner polygon is even and the outer polygon is turned around the common center. A cursory outlook in Section IV shows that shifting the center of the outer polygon away from the center of the inner polygon may define even smaller circumscribing m-gons.
II. CONCENTRIC STANDARD PLACEMENTS

A. General side numbers
The definition of circumscription implies that the outer m-gon must stay further away from the origin than the inner n-gon at all viewing directions; at one or more points of contact, both polygons have the same distance r (o) n to the origin. Finding the smallest m-gon for small side numbers like Fig. 1 works as follows. Any point on the side of the outer polygon of unit radius has a position exp(2πij o /m) + t[exp(2πi(j o +1)/m)−exp(2πij o /m)] with parameter 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. Once the vertex number j i of the inner polygon and the side number j o of the outer polygon which it touches are known, the point of contact between both polygons in the complex plane solves
and after division through r
Real and imaginary part of this equation establish an inhomogeneous 2 × 2 linear system of equations for the unknown t and r
The solution is obtained with Cramer's rule. The inverse ratio is [4, 4.3.16,4,3,35] 
Let d = m− n be the difference in the side numbers; then
in the argument of the cosine is a "mismatch" value in the angular directions. The geometric interpretation of this equation: The minimum radius of the outer polygon is determined by the edge j o that first hits a nearby vertex j i while shrinking. The relevant index pair is the one that maximizes the cosine in the numerator, so the phase angle is steered towards zero or 2π, equivalent to j i φ n ≈ (j 0 + 1/2)φ m . This means the relevant phase angle in the complex plane and viewing direction is where the vertex j i points near the middle of edge j o .
Examples:
• In Fig. 1 we have set n = 3, m = 7, r • In the inner pair of Fig. 2 we have set n = 3, m = 4, r [5, 6] .
• In the inner pair of Fig. 4 we have set n = 3, m = 5, r Numerical examples of the size ratios of are gathered in Table I . [In solutions with interlaced circlessummarized in Section I B-the ratio r Where m is a multiple of n, the table entries equal one. In these cases one can re-use n vertices of the inner polygon as vertices of the outer polygon, and obtains its remaining m − n vertices by regular subdivision of the angle, φ(m) = φ(n) m/n . The circumradii are the same, r
n , and their ratio equals one. The radial growth of a repeated, possibly infinite nesting is illustrated in Figure 2 . The circumradius is the partial products of the first upper sub-diagonal of Table  I .
The heuristics is here with m = n + 1 that
• for odd n, the edge j o = m/2 − 1 hits the vertex j i = m/2 − 1 with residual mismatch (13) equal to −1. [This is the best possible absolute value because 2j i m is even and (2j o + 1)n is odd then.] So (12) is
• For even n and m = n + 1, the edge j o = n/2 hits the vertex j i = n/2 on the negative real axis with residual mismatch (13) equal to zero. So (12) yields
, n even.
These two equations constitute the first upper diagonal of Table I . Fencing the polygons up to infinity defines the limiting radius as an alternating product of these two factors, 
In Figure 3 the edge count of the circumscribed polygon is decreased from 16 to 3. The ratio of the circumradii of the 3-gon and the 16-gon is ≈ 6.2 in the image. The observation is that here for m = n − 1 and
• n even, the outer edge j o = n/2 − 1 and
The value of (12) is
• whereas for n odd j o = (n−3)/2 and j i = (n−1)/2. The value of (12) is
The alternating infinite product of these terms, the finite radius of the free inner region in Figure 3 if inscribing indefinitely: 
based on (17) . The areas have been smaller relative to the published construction with interspersed circles. The logarithm of the new constant is evaluated in Appendix A. 
C. Prime side numbers
If m is the next prime after n, the indices of the vertex of n and edge of m that describes the contact is irregular, see Fig. 4 and Table II. It is given by the pair (j o , j i ) which maximizes the value of (12) . The mismatch of (13) 
where
The infinite product of cosines in (22) is evaluated in (B8) and smaller than unity, so the equation says that our construction squeezes the circumradius of the casting prime-sided regular polygons by more than a factor two compared to Kitson's variant of construction. Fig. 4 illustrates why: A non-zero mismatch angle reflects that no vertex of the inner polygon touches a midpoint of a side of the outer polygon; in consequence the circumradius of the inner polygon is larger than the inradius of the outer polygon for each individual pair of polygons.
If polygons with sides of odd prime numbers are stacked in reverse order, inscribing a 5-gon in a 3-gon, a 7-gon in the 5-gon, a 11-gon in the 7-gon etc., there is no substantial modification to the calculation, because interchanging the values of n and m in Table II appears to lead again to a list of ±1 in the mismatches. Now the ratio of the circumradius of the triangle divided by the radius of the circular inner hole is
so there is a straight factor of 2 relative to the value in (22). Fig. 4 .
III. CONCENTRIC, ROTATIONS ALLOWED
If the outer polygon is rotated by an angle α m relative to the standard position (6), the vertices move to
In consequence, all three factors on the left hand side of (7) are multiplied by e iαm , Eq. (8) obtains an additional factor e −iαm on the right hand side, and the phase shift finally enters Eq. (12):
The tightest solution for fixed α m is represented by the pair (j i , j 0 ) which maximizes the value of r
and maximizes the value of the cosine in the numerator (because m and the denominator are fixed). Shifts of α m induce reduction of some peaks and rises of others in the bi-periodic domain spanned by the j i and j o . The best solution is obtained where the value of the cosine becomes degenerate with highest multiplicity on the grid of the (j i , j o ). In geometrical terms, rotated solutions seek to maximize the number of contact points between the two polygons, illustrated in Fig. 5 and 6 .
The interesting range is 0 ≤ α m ≤ min(φ m , φ n ), because rotation of the inner polygon by integer multiples of φ n or rotation of the outer polygon by integer multiples of φ m leaves the graph invariant. [Or, formally speaking, changes of α m modulo φ n or modulo φ m can be absorbed into resetting the integers j i or j o in the numerator.] The ratio r
n exercises m and also n periods if α is turned through a full angle of 2π, and contains therefore lcm(m, n) periods. (lcm is the least common multiple of both.)
Because j i φ n and (j o + 1/2)φ m have an integer representation if measured in units of π/(mn), because the cosine is a smooth function of its argument, because the periodicity with respect to α m means its extremal values can only occur at multiples of half the period, and because nm = lcm(n, m) gcd(n, m), we may encode all relevant angles as α m ≡ s n,m π/(mn) with integer-valued s n,m . The phase angle in the numerator of (26) becomes
Investigation all possible pairs of polygons up to the 88-gon leads to the following heuristics:
• If n is odd, then s n,m = 0. [Interpretation: the mismatch (13) is odd; no vertex points exactly to the center of an edge. This establishes the following stability/frustration argument: By the up-down symmetry of the graph, infinitesimal rotation of the inner polygon requires pushing at least that edge of the outer polygon outwards, which necessarily growth in size instead of shrinking as requested.] This implies that neither the polygon pair in Figure 1 nor the cascaded stack with the primal edges numbers in Figure 4 can be compressed by adding rotations.
• Periodicity: s n,m = s n,m+n . This seems to be a consequence of the modular property mentioned Table I -whereas the solution allowing rotation yields r Table III. above; a change of m by a multiple of n is absorbed by modifying j i or j o by integer units. The gcd(n, m) (the period length of the cosine) is also preserved. Both aspects combined seem to freeze the number of the contacts between the two polygons.
• s n,n = 0. If the edge numbers are equal, the circumscribed polygon is a copy of the inscribed polygon.
• If n is even, -s n,n/2 = n/2. This says that an outer polygon with half as many vertices as the inner polygon may be constructed by outwards extension of one over the other edge of the inner polygon (which requires a rotation by half of the angle φ m relative to the standard position). This achieves r
n .
-A half period exists with palindromic symmetry: s(n, n/2 + k) = s(n, n/2 − k). Reason:
The mirror symmetry of the standard placement leads to equivalent solutions if the outer polygon is rotated either clockwise or counterclockwise. Solutions are even functions of α m , so sign flips of s n,m are irrelevant. The half period then results from a general property of (Fourier series of) periodic even functions. Table  III .
Consuming these rules, we need to tabulate the s n,m only in the triangle of even n with 0 ≤ m ≤ n/2 for a full coverage. Then
• If m ≤ n/2 is odd and n is even, then s(n, m) = gcd(n/2, m).
• If m < n/2 is even, and -n is two times an odd number, s n,m = 0.
-n is two times an even number, s n,m = 2 gcd(n/2, m/2). This selection is apparently aligning edge 0 of the circumscribing polygon parallel to edge 0 of the inscribed polygon with the aim to increase the number of contacts to a multiple of four, similar to what is observed in Fig. 6 .
As an application, the cumulative wrench angle of the vertex direction of the outermost regular polygon in Another heuristic observation with this rule is that the absolute value of the mismatch (13) for m = n + 1 is kept at 1 if n is odd and at 2 if n is even. The growth of the radius in Figure 7 is limited to the infinite product of terms of the form (26), 
where K ′ , C e and the infinite product are taken from (17), (A13) and (A25). This circumradius including rotations is considerably smaller than the circumradius (16) in the standard positions.
IV. TRANSLATED CENTERS
A glance at Figure 2 or 5 for example reveals that further compression of the outer polygon would be possible if either one is shifted sideways, giving up the requirement that the two polygons be concentric.
In the complex plane this adds a displacement z
m of the outer polygon as a new parameter to Eq. (7):
(A6) Sums of reciprocal powers of the even or odd integers are in terms of Riemann's ζ-function [11, 0.233 
and
Combining the previous three equations generates (with a little extra care at t = 1 [11, 0.234] ) In (A1), the smaller factor in the product n(n + 1) was always even. With exactly the same technique we obtain a "complete" version of (A9) where the smaller term steps through all positive integers:
T (2s) ≡ 
The complete version of (A1) does not exist because the term at n = 1 contributes log cos(π/2) = −∞. We drop this term at n = 1 and use T (2s) − 2 −2s with (A2) to compute 
If the smaller factor in n(n + 1) is odd, the difference is involved: for use in (16).
Numerator 2π with odd lower term
The factor 2π in the numerator of (29), 
causes slow convergence of the methods shown above. An acceleration method with deferred summation is available [17] : The partial product up to some n ≤ M is calculated explicitly, and the logarithm of the remaining infinite product is expanded in a Taylor series in 1/n: 
Each term on the right hand side is then replaced by an incomplete ζ-function, 
